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Conversations shine 
with Lumity.
Introducing Phonak AudéoTM Lumity
so you can hear the quiet-talking barista.
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For over 75 years, Phonak has continued to create 
innovative hearing solutions that positively impact 
millions of people. We believe that hearing well is 
essential to your overall well-being. For this reason, 
we create solutions that are designed to keep you 
engaged socially, thriving mentally and feeling good 
physically.

Being able to fully participate in conversations is like 
a spark of light in the dark. When you can hear and 
understand conversations around you, it can illuminate 
your entire world. 

This is where Phonak Audéo Lumity really shines. It 
focuses on giving you improved speech understanding1 
with its unique Phonak SmartSpeech™ Technology. 
Now you can enjoy conversations in many challenging 
listening situations – like hearing the quiet talking 
barista in your favorite coffee shop. Get ready for 
an enlightening listening experience and shine with 
Lumity.

Conversations shine with Lumity.
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Hearing can be challenging in many situations. 
Understanding speech is key in order to truly keep 
up with and participate in conversations around you.
Phonak Lumity with unique SmartSpeech Technology 
improves speech understanding1 and increases focus 
on what you want to hear. 

Hearing well also allows us to be more socially 
active and connect with others. Using hearing aids 
can improve quality of life, social interactions, and 
relationship satisfaction for you and your loved ones2. 
With Lumity, fully immerse in conversations around 
you and enjoy easier hearing in many situations.1

Having more access to sound not only 
provides clarity, but reduces listening 
effort.3

Fully immerse in 
conversations
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Intelligently boost 
speech understanding 
in noise4

When you’re in a group, in loud noise or when there’s 
distance between you and the speaker, you might 
need a little extra help to hear well. This is where 
Phonak Lumity, combined with other unique Phonak 
innovations, truly shines. 

ActiveVent™ Receiver 

The world’s first intelligent hearing aid speaker
ActiveVent is capable of combining both comfort and 
hearing performance. Intelligently controlled by the  
proprietary Phonak automatic operation system, 
AutoSense OS™, it balances between comfort and 
performance in challenging social situations. In 
addition to better rated sound quality of streamed 
audio in quiet3, this speaker also provides an average 
of 10% better speech understanding in noise*. 
and natural sound quality in everyday listening 
situations.4*

Roger™ Technology

Boosting speech understanding in noise  
and over distance 
When combined with Phonak hearing aids, Roger 
improves speech understanding, allowing you to fully 
participate in conversations in many challenging 
situations such as restaurants, meetings at work or 
college lectures.5

* Compared to conventional acoustic coupling.
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Universal connectivity 

Phonak Lumity provides direct connectivity to iOS and 
Android smartphones, TVs, Roger devices and wireless 
accessories. Lumity hearing aids allow you to make 
true hands-free calls and pair up to eight Bluetooth® 
enabled devices, with two devices connected 
simultaneously. We live in a world where everything’s 
connected. With Lumity, connect with the world 
around you. 

Tap Control 

Control at your finger tip
Thanks to lithium-ion technology and an integrated 
motion sensor, Lumity makes it possible to steer 
Bluetooth features via a double tap on your ear. This 
function allows you to accept/end calls from your 
connected iOS or Android smartphone. You can also 
pause/resume streaming from connected Bluetooth 
devices and access Bluetooth based voice assistant 
apps. 

myPhonak app

Monitor your well-being 
With the myPhonak app you can take control of 
your hearing aids. Use the Remote Control to adjust 
your hearing aid features, or personalize your device 
performance whenever or wherever you like. New 
health data tracking functionality even allows you to 
track your physical activities and provides you with 
helpful insights, like step count and activity levels. Also, 
you can directly connect with your clinic via Remote 
Support, for a truly personalized hearing experience. 
Get more health insights and monitor your well-being 
with the myPhonak app. 

Connect with the 
world around you

Hearing care professionals rate Phonak 
as #1 for connectivity solutions.6
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Featuring our most innovative hearing 
technology, all Phonak Audéo Lumity  
models enable you to enjoy conversations 
while taking control of your hearing. 
Whether it’s monitoring your physical 
activities or connecting to your favourite 
Bluetooth devices or wireless microphones, 
Lumity will keep your conversations shining! 

Let conversation shine

The second generation of the  
world’s first waterproof*  
rechargeable hearing aid 

Phonak Audéo Life™ Lumity
Light up your hearing confidence with  
Phonak Audéo Life. It can be submerged  
in up to 50cm of fresh or salt water.  
Whether you’re sweating at the gym during 
an intense workout, relaxing by the pool or get 
caught in a rain shower, Audéo Life is the  
ideal solution for anyone who puts their 
hearing aids to the test.

*up to 50cm
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Choose your shine 

Choose a model that suits you and shine bright  
with Lumity. All models are rechargeable and available 
in various colour options with or without telecoil and 
as a waterproof option. Your hearing care professional 
can help you find the right model to keep your 
conversations shining.

Phonak Charger Ease

In a new small and compact design, 
charge Audéo L-R and RT hearing 
aids in just three hours to offer a 
full day*7 of hearing.

Phonak Charger Case Go™

An inductive, easy to use charger with  
an internal battery, exclusively  
designed for charging Audéo Life  
on-the-go, up to 3 times on a  
single charge. 

Beige

 Chestnut

Sandalwood

 Sand Beige

Champagne

 Silver Gray

 Graphite Gray

 Velvet Black

* 16 hours of battery on a single charge, including 8hrs of everyday listening, 
4 hours of Bluetooth streaming and 4 hours of TV streaming.

 Battery life may be minimally reduced when using ActiveVent Receiver.
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The first fully rechargeable product 
range from Phonak – the future is on.
 
Stay in charge of your hearing with the fully 
rechargeable range from Phonak. This proven 
technology is the preferred choice for hearing aid 
wearers and hearing care professionals. In fact, three 
out of four previous generation Phonak devices 
sold are rechargeable. Enjoy the benefits that this 
technology brings to you and your loved ones.  

Better for you
• Access additional hearing performance features – 

only available because of rechargeable technology
• Easy to use 
• No battery hassles

Better for your loved ones
• Safer use - no batteries for small children or pets to 

accidently get hold of

Better for the environment
• Save on average 800 disposable batteries during  

the lifetime of a pair of hearing aids
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life is on 

Since 1947, Phonak is dedicated to preserving 
social, emotional and physical quality of life 
by opening new acoustic worlds. We believe 
that well-hearing equates to well-being and 
thus is essential for living life to the fullest. 
Today we offer the broadest portfolio of 
innovative hearing solutions. And, together 
with our hearing care professionals, we keep 
on focusing on what matters most: improving 
speech understanding, changing people’s lives 
and having a positive effect on society as a 
whole. 

www.phonak.com
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